
Fabric Texture Validation

Successful implementation of validating which version fabric knit was 
used to construct a sunvisor.  



Problem Statement:

Current production sunvisors utilize what is called “Prism” fabric knit.  
Newly launching similar sunvisors will use the same color of “Lyric” 
fabric knit.  To the naked eye, the two materials are very similar until 
you look very closely.  Even with inventory controls established, the risk 
of accidentally using the incorrect knit texture was high as is the risk of 
not identifying the mistake until hundreds or more vehicles already 
have the product installed. This could result in containment, field sorts, 
or worse.  We needed a solid way to validate the fabric prior to 
shipment.
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Project Objective:

Work with local vendors to identify possible methods of validation of 
the material.  Ideally, this method would be attached to our existing 
final validation equipment and fit within our original estimated budget.



Process Improvement

Utilized Datalogic MX20 Vision Processor with M100 camera and 
appropriate lens setup to obtain image adequate for analysis of 
texture.  After extensive bench testing and trial/error on actual 
equipment, a solution was determined for both what image was 
needed and how would it be processed and analyzed.  Not only was the 
implementation successful, but all programming was done remotely 
from Michigan for our Ramos Arizpe, Mexico manufacturing site.  This 
not only saves time and costs of travel, but allows quick and easy 
access anytime from anywhere to review the status and update the 
program if needed.  (Less money spent by Motus, less time away from 
home)
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